
Open Parts

    

Brake and Transmission Components

  

The Open Parts brand was designed and created by EXO Automotive. Within this collection is
a series of brand products for the Automotive, which have in common the quality has always
been imperative for our company. All products and packaging are color-coordinated, reflecting
the attention devoted to the project. A feature that is reflected inside the box, where the product
is proposed together with any additional accessory. Particular attention is paid to monitoring
prices OES. Given that car manufacturers are increasingly price-sensitive, and provide spare
parts at very aggressive prices, OPEN PARTS wants to become the real alternative to original
spare.

             

  

Constant Velocity Joints

The  Joint Spin  Open  Parts  constant velocity joint is a product characterized by a hardening treatment that provides an addition of carbon, and a protective coating of phosphate, which protects the joint from corrosion. These treatments allow the joint strong resistance to wear and therefore a high performance over time.

  
    

  

Drive Shafts

When the repair requires the replacement of the axle, with Open Parts Spin Axle you can count on a product kept in its technical qualities and features to ensure high reliability on a par with the original parts. Spin Axel keeps the performance and security of your car.
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Brake Disc Adaptive

ADAPTIVE - High standard, Adaptive brake disc is the entry-level version of the family Open Parts  brake discs. Retains all the structural features of the versions' advanced Radiance and Radiance S, the raw material, graphite cast iron GG20 lamellare.conferisce Adaptive brake discs mechanical properties able to provide high tensile strength and excellent vibration damping. Respect for the shape parameters along with stricter controls every stage of production are a further guarantee of stability of the disc for precise installation. Adaptive, a real alternative to original spare.

  
    

  

Brake Disc Radiance R

RADIANCE R - resistance and appearance, made of lamellar graphite cast iron GG20, the brake  disc Radiance is an excellent alternative to the original brake disc ensuring a high level of performance. Thanks to the special protective layer of paint called DAP (Disc Antioxidant Process), the disc Radiance is resistant to salt, rust and corrosion. A painting that lasts withstanding temperatures above 600 ° C. Radiance brake discs are the ideal solution for cars with alloy wheels that allow glimpses of the braking system.

  
    

  

Brake Disc Radiance RS

RADIANCE RS - Exceptional performance, the brake  disc Radiance RS keeps the DAP treatment (Disc Antioxidant Process) of the basic version and is distinguished by the presence of holes in brake bands performed according to a programmed pattern. The holes in addition to done away with the dust generated during braking and to promote the exhalation gases contribute to the cooling of the disk and enhancing the performance of the pad. The brake discs Radiance RS fully satisfy even the most aesthetic sensibility of motorists' attention.
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For those who have a car with alloy wheels and do not want to neglect the details, Radiance  is the right product. The aluminum color  DAP treatment  gives a uniform appearance to the whole disc and rim.

    

  
    Moisture and aggression of weather can cause corrosion and rust on the surface of the disc.    The DAP treatment (Disc Antioxidant Process) ensures the integrity of the surfaces over time preventing any deterioration caused by salt, water and chemicals.  
    

    

  
    When you first install the Radiance disc it has painted over the entire surface, including brake bands.    After some brake paint is removed from the braking surfaces and remains unchanged on the remaining surfaces.  
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